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not significant [F(3,27) = 1.47, p = .24]. Nevertheless,
although the effect was strongly significant for faces
[Condition ! Electrodes: F(3,27) = 5.26, p = .005],
the body distortion effect was not significant at this
latency [Condition ! Electrodes: F(3,27) = 2.08,
p = .12]. Thus, distortion reduced the amplitude of
P2, especially in the case of face distortion.

Discussion

We investigated the neural correlates of human body
and face perception, focusing on the encoding of first-
order structural information. It should be noted that the
N1 response to faces was slow in our study relative to
the latencies reported in other studies (204 msec for
faces in our study, whereas latencies of 160–180 msec
are generally found). An important difference between

our experiment and others should be underscored:
here we used a continuous presentation where in most,
if not all, studies a blank screen is inserted between
two successive images. Unpublished results from our
laboratory confirm that when similar stimuli and experi-
mental conditions are used, but a fixation cross pre-
cedes each face image, N1 is recorded with a latency of
170 msec, whereas N1 is delayed as here in response to
a second stimulus presented in succession with the first
(Gliga, unpublished results).

We observed in Experiment 1 that human bodies and
front-view faces evoked equally strong occipito-temporal
right-lateralized negativities. Few studies have found
categories of stimuli that evoke N1 responses that are
comparable in amplitude and laterality to N1 evoked by
faces. Therefore, it has been proposed that face process-
ing depends on specific brain mechanisms that generate

Figure 2. Image distortion effects observed in adults at the level of N1 (A) and P2 (B). For both components, voltage maps of ERPs evoked
by intact and distorted images and their difference are shown (first row bodies and second row faces). The central column displays grand-averaged
waveforms summed over the group of electrodes that is marked by triangles on the difference maps. An image sample from each of the
categories is shown on the bottom row. The color and thickness of the lines above the pictures indicate the condition of the waveforms.

Figure 1. Voltage maps of
adults’ ERPs to bodies and
faces (first row) and scrambled
bodies and faces (second row)
at the maximum of N1
(228 msec for bodies, 204 msec
for faces). The last column
shows the grand-averaged
waveform summed over a
group of temporo-occipital
electrodes (marked by
triangles on the voltage maps).
An example from each
category of stimuli is given on
the bottom row. The color and
thickness of the lines above
the pictures indicate the
condition of the waveforms.
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conceptual	development
With Gergo Csibra,	Denis	Mareschal,	
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Current	methods	(habituation)	
measure	category	learning	not	
prior	knowledge.

Investigate	conceptual	learning	
in	the	more	difficult	conditions	
of	the	outside	world.	

Gamma/beta	EEG	activity	
tells	us	whether	infants	
posses	category	knowledge

Category	training	made	
infants	not	notice	within-
category	changes.

Nonverbal	category	knowledge
biases	the	content	of	object	representations

Barbara	Pomiechowska,	Teodora	Gliga



Autism	&	BASIS
With	Mark	Johnson,	Mayada
Elsabbagh,	Tony	Charman,	
Rachael	Bedford,	Carina	deKlerk,	
Leslie	Tucker,	Agnes	Volein,	Greg	
Pasco,	Emily	Jones,		Elena	
Piccardi,	Janet	Parsons,	BASIS	&	
STAARS	Team

Nobody	cares	about	
theory	of	mind	in	
autism	anymore…

Good	social	orienting,	gaze	
following	and	enjoyment	
of	social	interaction	in	
infants	with	later	ASD



Sensory	and	perceptual	atypicalities

STRONGER	PUPILLARY	
LIGHT	REFLEX

UNCORRECTED P
ROOF

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a heterogeneous, heri-
table, and common condition characterized by early
onset alterations in social communication and interaction

alongside stereotyped behaviors, intense interests, and sensory
atypicalities1. ASD is typically chronic, and associated with
functional impairment, mental health issues, and low quality of
life. Although the etiology of ASD is both complex and hetero-
geneous, genetic, and environmental factors are believed to
converge in a limited number of biological pathways related to
brain development during the first years of life2,3. Yet, the precise
mechanisms involved remain uncertain. Moreover, there is no
evidence-based pharmacological treatment convincingly demon-
strating improvement of the core symptoms of ASD, and beha-
vioral interventions are time consuming and typically of
moderate effect4. Consequently, there is a strong need to identify
new measures that can illuminate the underlying biological pro-
cesses, assist early risk assessment, and facilitate clinical stratifi-
cation and evaluation of treatment efficacy5.Q3

TheQ4 pupillary light reflex (PLR) regulates the amount of light
thatQ5 reaches the retina, and the reflex pathway involves the
ganglionQ6 cells of the retina, the Pretectal nucleus, the
Edinger–WestphalQ7 nucleus, and the Cilary ganglia6. Several stu-
dies indicateQ8 an attenuated PLR in children and adults with an
ASDQ9 diagnosis relative to controls7,8. In children with ASD, the
relative constriction (but not the latency) of the reflex is corre-
lated to the amount of their sensory atypicalities9. Surprisingly,
we recently discovered that unlike children and adults with an
ASD diagnosis7,8, 10-month-old infants at high risk for ASD (due
to having an older sibling with the disorder) had stronger PLRs
than low risk control infants with no family history of ASD10.
This finding raised the possibility that the PLR might not only
associate with ASD, it might also describe neurodevelopmental
processes that are on an atypical trajectory in infants that will
develop this disorder. However, the previous study10 did not
include any outcome data, neither in terms of categorical diag-
nostic outcome nor dimensional measures of ASD traits, which is
crucial in order to confirm the hypothesized link between
enhanced PLRs in infancy and ASD.

Here, we followed up the infants in our previous study (the
EASE sample)10 to 3 years, an age when ASD can be diagnosed
with high accuracy. To increase the sample size we also included a

second dataset from the BASIS group (BASIS sample). Our
combined sample of n= 187, with 29 ASD participants, offered
increased power for testing our main hypothesis—that infants
with later ASD have stronger PLRs than typically developing
(TD) infants10. Unless otherwise specified, we will report the
results based on the combined EASE and BASIS samples (see
Supplementary Methods for site-specific information), using
three groups: 1) high risk infants later diagnosed with ASD (HR-
ASD); 2) high risk infants who did not receive an ASD diagnosis
at follow up (HR-no-ASD); 3) a control group of TD infants. We
also analyzed the pupil data longitudinally in infancy to see if we
could find support for the presence of different developmental
trajectories of the reflex in ASD vs. controls.

Results
PLR at 9–10 months in relation to later diagnosis. The statis-
tical analysis revealed a significant main effects of group in terms
of the relative constriction of the PLR,F(2, 184)= 6.4, P= 0.002,
ηp²= 0.065. Planned comparisons between groups showed that
the HR-ASD group differed from the other groups: HR-ASD vs.
TD, P= 0.001, 95% CI (0.087 to 0.307); HR-ASD vs. HR-no-
ASD, P= 0.006, 95% CI (0.039 to 0.226); HR-no-ASD vs. TD,
P= 0.122, 95% CI (−0.018 to 0.0.147). The following statistics
represent the data as plotted in Fig. 1b: TD, n= 40, mean= 1.00,
SD= 0.21; HR-no-ASD, n= 118, mean= 1.06, SD= 0.23; HR-
ASD, n= 29, mean= 1.20, SD= 0.24. Adding the Mullen Scales
of Early Learning (MSEL) 10 months total score, data quality
(amount of missing data) or gender as covariates did not change
these results (see Supplementary Note 1 and Supplementary
Figs. 1-2 for details).

No significant effects of group on PLR latency: F= (2, 184)=
2.268, P= 0.106, ηp²= 0.024 were found, and planned compar-
isons showed no significant differences between any pair of
groups. More details about the latency results, as well as an
analysis of the baseline pupil size (which did not differ between
groups) is found in Supplementary Note 2, and details for each
site separately is found in Supplementary Note 3.

PLR at 9–10 months in relation to later symptom severity.
Next, we performed Pearson correlations to investigate the rela-
tionship between Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R)
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Fig. 1 Stronger PLR in infancy is associated with ASD diagnosis at three years of age. a Average pupil traces for all infants expressed as the site-normalized
relative constriction of the pupil following the stimuli onset at 0 ms. b Mean relative constriction normalized within site by dividing with the TD group
average (see main text), together with individual data points. Error bars are 95% CI
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Infants	at-risk		

Piccardi, Begum Ali, Jones, Mason, Charman, 
Johnson, Gliga & STAARS. (in prep)
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Hyper-
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Not	seeking	
sensory	stimulation	
&	interaction

+

Elena	Piccardi



SENSORY SOCIAL	

COMMON	MECHANISM
(e.g.	computing	regularities)

Toddlers	with	ASD	seek	and	like	
predictable social	stimulation	
(Vernetti,	et	al.		2017).	

Typically	developing	infants	
can’t	stop	themselves	from	
making	predictions	(piccardi et	al)

---- PREDICTABLE	SEQUENCES
---- RANDOM	SEQUENCES
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Infants	with	later	ASD	better	
because	they	do	not	
try/cannot	make	predictions



SENSORY
SOCIAL	
learning	

Poor	memory	
consolidation
(generalization)

Impaired	buffering	
of	sensory	input



SNOOSE:	The	SeNsOry Origin	of	poor	
Sleep	in	Early	development	project

• A	common	(thalamic)	origin	for	
poor	sensory	attenuation	and	
EEG	sleep	spindle	generation

• Why	infants	need	to	sleep	to	
generalize	knowledge	
(sometimes)

• What	is	the	difference	between	
online	and	offline	memory	
consolidation
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POSTERS:	What	do	surprise	and	
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Social	touch	?
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POSTER:	what	is	social	touch	and	
what	does	it	do	?
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   The ‘Knife Crime’ phenomenon – 

A psychological perspective on youth knife culture 

 

“Looking back I know that was wrong, but at that stage you end up in 
the mind frame you think - fuck this” Nick, 17, (Marfleet ,2008) 

 

 

Teodora GLIGA  

BPS Parliamentary Office  
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SNOOSE	Team

PSY																																					HSC
Clinical	psychologist

Jeevun Grewal
Research	Associate

Hope	Fincham
MSc	student

?
PhD	student										

Collaborators	from	UCL,	Birkbeck,	Oxford,	and	the	
Center	for	Cognitive	Neuroscience,		Salzburg.

Deadline	20/1/20

http://www.gligalab.co.uk/snoose



Toddlers	with	ASD	orient	to	end	enjoy	
predictable	social	stimulation

FACE	choice														TOY	choice

Hello

PREDICTABLE								VARIABLE

Slow	

fast

Hello

Good	job

Hello

Hello

Captions. 

 

 

Figure 1. Sequence of events of a single trial for each of the three conditions. A trial started with 

the first frame of the two stimuli displayed on each side of a screen. Gazing at one of the two 

stimuli triggered the animation of the corresponding stimulus video sequence.  

 
Figure 2. Proportion of initial looks and looking time (marginal means from the GEE analysis) 

towards the stimulus Face (condition 1, left panel), Towards (Condition 2, central panel) and 

Variable (condition 3, right panel). The proportion of initial looks and looking time are plotted for 

each group Outcome. *Significance of pairwise comparisons of the proportion of initial looks 

against chance level. Error-bars: +/- 1 standard error. 

 

 
Figure 3. Proportion of smiles (marginal means from the GEE analysis) towards the two stimuli in 

each condition. condition 1 (left panel), condition 2 (central panel) condition 3 (right panel). The 

PREDICTABLE								PREDICTABLE

Vernetti,	A.,	Senju,	A.,	Charman,	T.,	Johnson, M.H.,	Gliga,	T.		(2017) Simulating	interaction:	using	gaze-contingent	eye-tracking	
to	measure	the	reward	value	of	social	signals	in	toddlers	with	and	without	autism.	Developmental	Cognitive	Neuroscience


